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Across  
  

1 Father of Jesus revealed in Talmud 33 People suffering from impaired moral  

7 Sound made by cartoon dog  judgment or sociopathic low impulse control  

10 “A used pink bathrobe / A rare mint snow   (Rolf Harris, Cardinal Pell, 15 across etc.) 
 globe / A Smurf TV tray / I bought on …” 35 Moon of Jupiter discovered by Galileo named 

  “Weird Al” Yankovic   after maiden in Greek myth ravished by Zeus  

11 Zippo lighter art or Zayne live album (initials)  in the form of a fluffy cloud 
13 Oslo Accord or outsider art (initials) 36 Muse of love poetry depicted holding cithara 

14 Substitute movie dialogue with translation in 38 Intense distaste for the English 

 another language spoken by different actor 
 

Down 
15 Celebrated French-Polish painter of eroticized 

 images of children (collected by Jacques  1 Fear of dolls 

 Lacan) known for 2001 rockstar funeral  2 Term from Arab world meaning “father of”  
 attended by Jacques Chirac, Elle Macpherson   used literally (in conjunction with name of  

 and the Aga Khan (with performance by Bono)  son) or figuratively such as in case of Khalil  
17 Norwegian pop group (Take On Me etc.)  al-Wazir known by kunya … Jihad (father of  

19 Sweet Bird of … 1959 Tennessee Williams   the struggle) (may the souls of the martyrs  

 play about drifter gigolo Chance Wayne,  rest in perfect peace) 
 faded movie star companion, childhood  3 Ancient Arab kingdom with capitol at Petra 

 sweetheart Heavenly and terrible fate waiting 4 Greatly loved Chevy Chase role (not Clark  

 in small town as punishment for promiscuity  Griswold) (first name) 
20 Seaside resort on west coast of Belgium and 5 Five percenter, vegan, animal rights advocate  

 home of James Ensor  Wu-Tang Clan leader from Staten Island aka 

22 Neil Diamond or Norma Desmond (initials)  Ruler Zig-Zag Allah who said he gave up 
23 Crow call  eating meat because “One day I just felt the  

24 Confronting Russell Crowe role (not Maximus   death in it” 

 Decimus Meridius, Javert, Noah or Jor-El) 6 A state formally cooperating with another  
26 Resnais, Robbe-Grillet, Delon, de Botton  during wartime 

27 Early Islamic caliphate with capital in  8 Crushing military defeat resulting in chaotic, 

 Damascus  panic-stricken retreat (Cannae, Saigon etc.) 
31 Devil’s Island or David Irving (initials) 9 Avid follower of style 

32 Synthetic rubber manufactured at Monowitz 12 Unlistenable music with no tune (Schönberg,  

 Auschwitz III during WW2  Sculthorpe etc.) 

 

8.5 (contd.) 
 

Down (contd.)  
  

15 Anonymous English street artist known for  28 Unstable subatomic particle of the same class  

 pro-Palestinian graffiti on Apartheid wall  as an electron but with a mass around two  
16 Arabic word meaning calm or quiet used for  hundred times greater making up much of the  

 a lull in hostilities particularly in Gaza such   cosmic radiation reaching the earth’s surface 

 as ten-year truce proposed by Hamas founder 29 Empowering girl’s name popular in Israel  
 Abdel Aziz al-Rantisi prior to assassination  after biblical character who killed Canaanite 

 in April 2004 (may the souls of the martyrs  commander by hammering a tent peg into his  

 rest in perfect peace)  temple while asleep in her tent in rollicking  
18 Having Everything Revealed (initials)  Bible story about early honey trap 

21 Samuel Horwitz (initials)  30 … Rocky New York rapper AKA Lord Flacko 

24 One of the extensive collection of sayings of,   (Live. Love. A$AP, Long. Live. A$AP, 
 stories about or indications of the life and  At. Long. Last. A$AP etc.) 

 character of prophet Mohammed (pbuh) 34 Sound made by dove 

25 Carthaginian queen in Henry Purcell opera  37 Robert Oppenheimer or Roy Orbison  
 known for sublime deathbed “lament”   (initials) 

 (performed memorably by Janet Baker) (also    

 Kirsten Flagstad)   29 May 2019 

 


